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Dear members and collectors,
The contents of this bulletin aims at informing
members of pending auctions, stamps issues and
other calendar items relevant to our hobby.
As things go, there will be room for errors but I
hope I can keep those to a minimum.
The editor

Meetings
Start: 8:00 pm; first Thursday in the month (except
January)
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Various sales catalogues; Bill Hornadge
Stamp News; various issues

Events
Where

When

Contact

Katoomba:
Katoomba Masonic Centre
Civic Centre, Station Street

1st Saturday
10:00am – 4:00pm

Tel: (02) 9418 9044

Brookvale:
Manly-Warringah Leagues Club
Unlicensed Premises (first floor
Carpark Building), corner Federal
Parade / Pittwater Road

1st Saturday (except January)
10:00am – 4:00pm

Tel: (02) 9977 4076

Orange:
Quinn's Arcade, Summer Street

1st Saturday (except January)
9:00am – 4:00pm

Orange Coin & Stamp Club,
P.O Box 324, Orange, 2800
Tel: Norm Binns
(02) 6362 3754

Tuncurry:
Tuncurry-Forster TAFE College,
Taree Street

1st Saturday (February to November)
9:00am – 12:00noon

Great Lakes Stamp Club, P.O
Box 717, Forster, 2428

Caringbah:
Stamp and Coin Collectors Fair, East
Coast City Church, 375 Kingsway
(Entrance fee: Gold Coin - all funds
donated to the church)

1st Saturday

Convener – Dave Ellis
Tel: (02) 9528 9011

West Tamworth:
St Paul's Hall, corner Church & Bridge
Streets

1st Saturday
9:00am – 4:00pm

Tamworth Philatelic Society,
P.O Box 678, Tamworth, 2340
Tel: (02) 6765 6914

Bankstown:
Masonic Hall, corner of Restwell
Street and Greenfields Street

1st Sunday
9:00am – 3:00pm

Grahame Fudge:
Tel: (02) 4455 4011

Corrimal:
Masonic Hall, 69 Railway Street

1st Sunday
10:00am – 4:00pm

Brookvale:
Federal Parade Hall

3rd Saturday (March, June, August &
November only)
10:00am - 4:00pm

Manly-Warringah Leagues Club
Stamp Club, 563 Pittwater Rd,
Brookvale, 2100

Wallsend:
Pioneer's Hall, Cowper Street

3rd Sunday
10:00am – 4:00pm

Tel: (02) 4946 9121

Epping:
Epping School of Dance Hall, 9
Oxford Street

4th Sunday
10:00am – 4:00pm

Croydon:
Imar Community Hall, 2A Fitzroy
Street

Last Sunday
February, May, August & November
only; 9:30am – 3:00pm

NSW Postcard Collectors
Society, P.O Box 426, Newport,
2106
AAA Stamps

West Sydney Stamp & Coin Show
Steve 0432540760
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Stamp Shows

STATUS INTERNATIONAL
auction@statusint.com

APTA
2008
Sep 13 - 14
Nov 30

21st CENTURY AUCTIONS
www.21stcenturyauctions.com.au
info@21centuryauctions.com.au

Northern Beaches Expo, Federal Parade
Hall, Brookvale NSW.
SCDAA Stamp & Coin Fair, Petersham
Town Hall

Useful Links

2009
Nov 29

Name
A-One Stamps
APRL
APS
Australian Philatelic
Federation
Bilby Stamps &
Covers
British Library
Philatelic
Burpengary Stamps
CDDSTAMPS
Collections Plus
County Philatelic
FIP

SCDAA Stamp & Coin Fair, Petersham Town
Hal

Auctions
ALLIANCE AUCTIONS (UK)
office@allianceauctions.com
Tel +44 1279 758854
Fax + 44 1279 758859
CAVENDISH AUCTIONS (UK)
stamps@cavendishphilauc.demon.co.uk

WEBSITE
www.aonestamps.com
www.stamps.org
www.west.net
www.apf.org.au
www.bilbystamps.com.au
www.portico.bi.uk Collection

www.burstamp.com
www.cdddstamps.vom
www.centurynova.com.au
www.stampauctions.co.uk
www.f-i-p.ch
www.esil.univnirs.fr/Eleves/P98/incio/
French postal history
index.html
Ideal Solutions
www.philately.com
James Bendon
www.jamesbendon.com
Kennedy Stamps P/L www.kennedystamps.com.au
Kevin Morgan
www.kevinmorgan.com.au
Stamps and Coins
Leonard Hartman
www.pbbooks.com/index.html
USA
Malta Philatelic
http://www.maltaphilately.org/
Society
Michael Eastick &
www.michaelestick.com
Associates PTY LTD
NRG Philatelics
www.nrgphilatelics.com
Pacific Stamps
www.pacificstamps.com .au
Phil Bansner
www.philbansner.com
Phillips
www.phillips-auctions.com
Provincial Philatelics www.proyphil.demon.co.uk
Renniks Publications www.renniks.com
Royal Mail
www.royalmail.co.uk
Sotheby
www.sothebys.com
Stamp Shows
www.stampshows.com/#international
Stamp World
www.stampworld.com/index.html
STAMPS4COLLECT
www.stamps4collectors.net
ORS
Stanley Gibbons
www.stangib.com
Stanley Gibbons
www.stanleygibbons.com
Australia
Status International
www.statusint.com
Sydney Stamp Centre www.sydneystampcentre.com.au

CHARLES LESKI AUCTIONS
www.leski.com.au
CRAIG CHAPPELL
craigchappell@bigpond.com.au
EDLINS of CANBERRA
www.edlins.com.au
MILLENNIUM PHILATELIC AUCTIONS
www.millenniumauctions.com
MOWBRAYS AUSTRALIA
Melbourne
sgamelb@ozemail.com.au
12th July
18th October
Sydney
sgasydney@bigpond.com
18th June
3rd September
3rd December
J.R. MOWBRAY PHILATELIST (NZ)
JOHN MOWBRAY INTERNATIONAL
www.mowbrays.co.nz
PREMIER POSTAL AUCTIONS
www.premierpostal.com
david@premierpostal.com
PRESTIGE PHILATELY
www.prestigephilately.com
STANLEY GIBBONS MELBOURNE
sgamelb@ozemail.com.au
STANLEY GIBBONS SYDNEY
sgasydney@bigpond.com
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Name
(WCS)
Webzine, NetStamp
Yvert & Tellier

Looking back and ahead

WEBSITE

For this issue I have attached part 5 of the
Cinderella listing I have been working on for some
time. Any additional information to that presented
would be appreciated.

www.netstamps.com
www.yvert-et-tellier.fr/

Stamp Issues

Our election resulted in the confirmation of last
year’s office bearers and I like to thank all, office
bearers and members, for your continued support.

Australia Post
www.auspost.com.au/philatelic/stamps/intro.asp
5.8.2008
Aviation A380 (Qantas)
September Olympic Games: Gold Medal
Winner (14)

The Olympic Games came and went and did spend
too much money on getting First Day Covers
organised.

Great Britain
http://www.royalmail.com/portal/rm

Five Post Offices within the greater Sydney basin
were available:
 Parramatta (Post Office & Westfield PO)
 City (QVB & GPO)
 Chatswood
I made 10 sets of FDC’s of each Gold Medal
Winner for each PO. I take orders.

2008 STAMP PROGRAMME
This year is already looking good for stamps and
collecting. From SOS and the RAF to Insects and
the Olympics, here are the inspiring issues we’ve
got lined up for 2008.
September - RAF Uniforms
September - Country Definitives: 1958 – 2008
October - Women of Distinction
November - Christmas 2008
November - Lest We Forget

I also made 12 sets of Maxi Cards. I take orders.
As we all know, postal clerks are not permitted to
postmark any item that bears Olympic Symbols.
Well, let’s say, some do not know the rules. In
years to come those cards may become valuable.
Uwe Krüger
President

Invitation
Dear guests and readers of this bulletin,
You are invited to join our club as stamp collecting
has provided many of us with deep insights into
past and present cultures of countries we may
never visit. As a guest you may find the behaviour
of existing members a bit overwhelming. Do not
be afraid to ask questions. If you do, please do not
be overwhelmed with the answer as you usually
get more than you asked for. Some of us have been
collecting stamps for such a long time that we have
forgotten what it feels like to be a beginner.
Join in and enjoy a pastime that need not be
expensive. If you have inherited a stamp collection
we will provide you with information (free of
charge) about the value of that collection. Again,
we may make comments you may not like (there is
rust in the collection; not worth much but
interesting enough to expand; etc). We are human
and we have our little errors. However, if you do
not like the information received, by all means, get
a second opinion.
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Cinderellas (5)
Ballaarat
The modern spelling is Ballarat so it may be a spelling
mistake on the label.

Type 1
1966 (April 23).
Trial flight of "Teijin" balloon. 200 numbered postcards were
flown at Cargo. N.S.W. The pilot was T. McCormack. Three
labels as TYPE 1 were produced showing a balloon in flight
and printed red on green. The labels were produced in
miniature sheet format with the three labels printed se tenant.
The labels were designed by E. W. Roberts of Adelaide and
printed by the Griffin Press, Adelaide. The flight was
planned for 1965 and the vignettes bear this date.

1966 (July 2).
Attempted trans-Australian flight by "Teijin" sponsored by
the "Daily Mirror" (Sydney). The flight originated at
Canowindra in N.S.W. but was abandoned due to an accident
to the balloon. The pilot was T. McCormack. The mail
prepared for the event comprised 3029 covers, 187 postcards
and 12 aerogrammes. Vignettes as Type 1 were mixed to this
mail.

Ballarat celebrated in 1951 the centenary of the discovery of
gold at Ballaarat.

During the Centenary of Ballarat activities a Floral Festival
was held from the 7th to the 13th March and also a Easter
Home Coming from the 13th to the 17th April.

Balloon Flights
In the period 1966-1970 a number of experimental mailcarrying balloon flights were made in Australia and for some
of these flights special vignettes were produced for attaching
to letters or cards carried on the ascents. Although they were
basically souvenir items sold to raise funds to finance the
experiments, cards or covers were not carried on the flights
unless the vignettes were attached. Because of this I feel that
a listing in the handbook is justified though I have excluded
from the listings some other balloon stickers not associated
with any specific flights.

Type 2

Type 3
1968 (Aug 16).
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Attempted Trans-Australia flight from Pearce, Western
Australia in balloon "Nancy". Abandoned due to mishap to
balloon. Crew members were Robson, Ellis and Haydon.
Vignettes as TYPE 2 were designed by E. W. Roberts and
printed black on yellow by Eric Ames Pty Ltd., Adelaide,
and affixed to 100 covers prepared for the flight.

The balloon "Lovely" was used in the Adelaide area in the
1970's to advertise an Adelaide pancake restaurant.

1968 (Oct 21).
Trans-Australia flight attempt by Balloon "Miss Kolotex"
(crew Norton and Hodges). 200 covers were carried on the
only stage completed, Perth to Bonnie Rock, W.A. Vignettes
Type 3 printed black on blue background were attached to
the covers. The vignettes were designed by E. W. Roberts
and printed by Eric Ames Pty Ltd.

Illustrated here are labels not perforated and perforated,
issued in association with mail carrying flights by the
"Lovely" but I have no details of flights or quantities of mails
carried. The existence of the labels is noted for the record.

Type 4

Balloon Flight

Type 5
1969 (Aug. 3).
Trans-Australia flight attempt in balloon "Spirit of the West"
(Crew Jones & Dickens). 200 covers were carried on only
section of flight completed Pearce, W.A. to Naracoorte, S.A.
Vignettes as Type 4 were affixed. These were printed black
on red background and designed by E. W. Roberts and
printed by Eric Ames Pty Ltd.

Barossa Balloon Regatta
This very attractive label mentions Barossa Balloon Regatta
June 16 and 18 but does not indicate a year.

1970 (June 18).
Trans-Australia attempt in "Spirit of the West" (crew Jones
and Greentree). 250 covers were carried with vignettes as
Type 5 attached. These were printed blue and red and were
designed by E. W. Roberts and printed by Eric Ames Pty.
Ltd.
1970 (Aug. 27). Trans Australia attempt in balloon "Spirit of
the West" with crew of Jones & Greentree. 250 covers were
carried on the only section completed, Pearce W.A. to
Meekatharra, W.A. The original "Teijtn" vignettes of 1966
(Type 1) were overprinted with "1970" and black bars across
the words "DAILY MIRROR" and "1965".
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Health Giving Holiday

Barossa Valley Hot Air Balloon
Championships

Obviously targeting the tourist market produced in the
1930’s.

‘Lovely’ sheets overprinted in black ‘1982 / Hot Air Balloon
/ Championships / Barossa Valley Judy Lynne’s / LITTLE /
LOVELY”.

Promotion Label

Centenary
The City of Bendigo celebrated its Centenary in 1951.
Labels were printed in eight different colours in two
printings.
The first printing was carried out with labels in grey, yellow,
green and blue.

Bates, Richard
The Richard Bates 1979 essay was printed by FameFace.

The second printing was carried out with labels in black, red,
dark green and violet.

Benevolent Society of New South Wales

Bathurst Stamp Exhibition 1985

The Benevolent Society of New South Wales Incorporated in
1902 is known for its labels issued.

A Centenary Stamp and Coin Show was organised by the
Bathurst Stamp and Coin Club on 13 April 1985 in the
uniting Church Hall, William Street, Bathurst, New South
Wales.
The exhibition was part of the centenary celebrations of the
City of Bathurst and also the centenary of the birth of Ben
Chifley born in Bathurst in 1885. Chifley was Prime Minister
of Australia from 1945 to 1949.

Bedford Industries
See Christmas labels
A 3d label has been note and it is speculated that a 6d label
may exist filling the gap between the 3d and 1 shilling.

Bendigo Stamp Exhibition 1951
A stamp exhibition was held in Bendigo, Victoria, on 2nd
July 1951 to commemorate the discovery of gold in 1851.
The date coincides with the first day issue of the 3d se-tenant
pair of E. H. Hargraves and C. J. Latrobe stamps.
A hexagonal postmarker was used on the first day only.
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Benson & Hedges Air Race

The exact date of issue of the first local stamp produced by
the CITY EXPRESS MESSENGER CO LTD is not known
but it was probably soon after Boyd gained control of the
firm (in 1894) as the American influence is shown in the
design.
This was very similar to a local post stamp issued by
Hussey's Express service in New York in 1880 (this service
had been in opposition to Boyd's Express in New York), The
inscription on the stamp was CITY EXPRESS
MESSENGER CO LTD - DESPATCH STAMP.

In October, 1976 a trans-Australian air race was sponsored
by Benson & Hedges. The race commenced in Perth on
October 20 and finished in Sydney on the 24th. Australia
Post arranged for quantities of mail to be carried by some of
the competitors but no official announcement was made on
quantities or number of planes involved. The vignettes
illustrated above were privately produced for attaching to
covers carried in the air race. Whilst their status is uncertain
they are listed here for the record.

The stamp was printed in green ink on white unwatermarked
paper from electrotypes and perforated 12. Two printings
have been identified but it is not known who printed the
stamps. The first printing was in use until at least 1902. The
second printing is lighter in shade, and the building on the
right is not as distinct as in the original printing. The second
printing is also distinguished by a number of recurring flaws
on some of the stamps including broken top of "S", dot at
right of the top end of the ornament in the left panel. In the
first printing many stamps have a lower broken frame, but
this is not encountered in the second printing, indicating that
fresh electrotypes were made.

Boyd's Express Messenger Co.
Boyd's City Express was established in New York in 1830 by
John T. Boyd. Initially it was a service delivering handbills
for tradesmen, but in 1844 it became a local post competing
with Government mail services and it continued in this form
until it was suppressed in 1883. During the period 1844-1883
Boyd's City Express issued a number of stamps for its local
post.

No records survive of how Boyd operated his service which,
in some respects would have been in direct contravention of
the Victorian Post Office Act of 1854 which gave the Post
Office a complete monopoly on carriage of letters, though
there were loopholes in respect to packets and parcels.

After the service was abruptly closed by the Government in
1883 Fitz A. Boyd, grandson of the founder of the business,
found himself at a loose end. He migrated to Australia and
(about 1888) became associated with a Mr. H. S. Hauling
who was manager of the Express Messenger Company in
Melbourne.

The design of the Boyd Express label might indicate that his
deliveries were made by foot runners but this would have
been impractical except for the inner city business area. It is
more likely that Boyd simply copied the New York design of
the Hussey Express because it was handy. It is likely that
actual deliveries were made other than by foot runners and
one of the names which the firm subsequently adopted may
provide the clue. This name was EXPRESS MESSENGER
DESPATCH CYCLE BUREAU which indicates that (at
least for the period when this name was in use) deliveries
were made by cyclists, as was the case with James Healy's
cycle express based on Coolgardie in the same period. (See
separate story on the Coolgardie Cycle Express).

In 1894 Boyd became managing director of the Company
and changed its name to Express Messenger (City) Co Ltd.
Subsequently the firm had other name changes including
EXPRESS
MESSENGER
(BOYD'S
AMERICAN
DESPATCH, EXPRESS MESSENGER DESPATCH AND
CYCLE BUREAU, EXPRESS MESSENGER DESPATCH
AND GENERAL AGENCY and finally EXPRESS
MESSENGER CO. Boyd was still associated with the firm
in 1915, but usage of the firm's stamps is not recorded after
1910.

In the early period of the Boyd service the general method of
"cancelling" the stamps appears to have been to tear a piece
off the corner, thus disfiguring them to prevent re-use. This
was the method used in Afghanistan when the first stamps
were introduced there in 1893. The postal clerks tore a piece
out of the stamps with their teeth before affixing the stamps
to covers. The resulting sacrilege is known to philatelists as
"teeth cancels"
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Subsequently (date unknown) Boyd's service introduced
various types of rubber stamp cancels to deface the Despatch
stamps. The best study of these devices is that published by
the late Frederic E. Wood in "Philately from Australia" in
June, 1967.
Mr. Wood recorded seven cancels and all but one of these he
illustrated in his article. However, he was at pains to point
out that these were drawn representations not photographic
reproductions of actual cancels, most of which were applied
in faint blue/green or purple ink making reproduction
difficult. Mr. Wood assigned six types to his study of these
cancels as follows:

Type 4.
The same basic cancel as Type 3 but with the phone number
(221) added. Mr. Woods said it was known that this cancel
was used when the firm had premises at 114 Elizabeth Street,
and he believes the period of use was 18981905.

TYPE 5.
This is a straight line cancel BOYD'S DESPATCH/1 14
ELIZABETH ST. Mr. Wood believed the period of usage
was 1906-1910.

TYPE 1.
A circular cancel with words MESSENGER DESPATCH
BOYD'S EXPRESS PHONE 1006. With outer circle 33mm
in diameter and inner circle 29mm. Mr. Wood believed that
this was the first canceller used when the company was at
243 Collins Street (from about 1894).

TYPE 6.
A similar straight line cancel but with a new address; 88
ELIZABETH ST. Mr. Woods did not assign a period of use
to this cancel.

Mr. Woods also recorded another cancel, in oval shape with
double lined frames, the outer frame being 52 mm wide and
36 mm deep and the inner frame 50 mm wide and 34 mm
deep. The cancellation was too faded for Mr. Woods to
determine the wording or to assign any period of use.

TYPE 2.
The same basic cancel as Type I but with the addition of the
word AMERICAN in an' arc. Mr. Woods believed this was
in use in the period 1896-7 when the firm occupied premises
at 323-325 Collins Street.

City Express Messenger Co. Ltd. Despatch Stamp with
circular cancel

Type 3.
In this design the word "AMERICAN" is in a straight line
instead of an arc and the phone number is omitted. Mr.
Woods believed this cancel was used towards the end of
1897, possibly when the company moved to new premises
and had not got the phone connected.

Boyd's American Express
The collection of the late J.R.W. Purees contained a number
of small square or rectangle labels which appear to be proofs
of other cancels which, judging from the lack of phone
number and the number 221, would appear to date around the
1897-8 period. It is possible that these are proofs of cancels
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which actually were used but which have so far not been
recorded because of the scarcity of study material. The
impressions were made in various coloured inks on different
coloured papers making photographic reproduction very
difficult. From photocopies I have had drawings made and
have assigned them tentative type numbers as follows:

TYPE 5
Square labels with two concentric circles (the diameter of the
outer circle being 31 mm but with the words BOYD'S
EXPRESS MESSENGER around the OUTSIDE of the
circles. Inside the circle is a figure of a runner and PHONE
221. An interesting point about this design is that an "F" has
been substituted for an "E" in the words MESSENGER
which reads "MESSFNGER". These are in the following
combinations:

TYPE 1
A rectangle label with outer frame of design measuring
48mm x 20mm with the words HURRY UP
DESPATCH by BOYDS (in script) FONE 221. This label is
printed blue on white and the spelling "Fone" clearly
indicates the American origins of the service.






Green/Blue ink on Blue paper
Green/Blue ink on Buff paper
Black ink on Pink paper
Black ink on Orange paper.

British Postal Strike
During a 10 week strike by British postal workers,
commencing in January 1971, numerous private posts and
courier services operated with the sanction of the British Post
Office - the first time that the British Post Office voluntarily
relinquished its monopoly over the carriage of mails.

TYPE 2
Square labels with design within two concentric circles, the
outer circle having a diameter of 24mm, and the words
BOYD'S EXPRESS MESSENGER. These are in the
following colour combinations:




The majority of these services operated only within Great
Britain, and usually were confined to strictly local areas, but
a number of external courier mail services operated to and
from England. Several of these services carried mail to and
from Australia during this period, and at least two of the
services issued stamps which fall within the province of this
handbook.

Green ink on white paper
Black ink on pink paper
Dark Green on buff paper

More information can be found under Emergency Air Mail
Service.

Bridger & Kay Ltd.
One of the most extensive courier mail services was
organised by the well known London stamp dealers Bridger
& Kay Ltd. Initially they established the service as a means
of dispatching their own auction catalogues and mail to
overseas clients but eventually received such a vast volume
of outside mail that by mid-February 1971 they were
operating a service which covered mail delivery to or from
102 overseas territories. Their couriers ranged as far a field
as Iceland and Israel but the majority of mail to Australia
(and New Zealand) was taken by courier to a European office
where stamps of that country were affixed for onward airmail
posting. Reverse mail was sent to offices in Europe and then
taken by courier to London.

TYPE 3
Larger square labels with the design between two concentric
circles, the outer one having a diameter of 30mm. In the
centre is a figure of a runner (facing right) with the words
BOYD'S EXPRESS MESSENGER PHONE.
These are found in the following combinations:
 Black ink on red paper
 Green ink on pale blue paper
 Dark green ink on yellow paper.

TYPE 4
The same basic design as Type 3 but with the addition of a
phone number (221). This is found with dark blue ink on
buff paper.

All mail borne on the courier service had affixed special
labels on which appeared the flags of the sending country
(Britain) and the receiving country between which were the
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words "SPECIAL COURIER MAIL" and fees. The flags
were overprinted (in red) with dispatch and dates received
such as "FROM BRITAIN JAN. FEB 1971" and "TO
OVERSEAS JAN. FEB. 1971".

Brisbane Royal National Show

The initial printing by Wards of Newcastle in January 1971
comprised 7500 sheets of labels (5 x 14). The labels were
printed in brown with overprinting in red. The sheets were
rouletted.

Brighton Stamp Exhibition 1953

Another 7500 sheets were printed on February 5 to meet
demands for the service. The design was basically the same
but the wording was varied slightly to "SPECIAL COURIER
AIRMAIL JAN. FEB. 1971". There were two printings of
this issue in shades of brown to orange.

The Brighton and District Philatelic Society staged a threeday exhibition (BRIPEX) from 3rd to 5th September 1953 at
Brighton Town Hall.

There were twenty different designs in the series each having
the U.K. flag on left and flag of one of the 20 receiving
countries on the right.

A label printed in black on green and black on pink, rouletted
marks the occasion.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1936

The labels were NOT sold to the public but were affixed to
mail as it was brought in to the courier offices in London and
Ealing. They were cancelled with cancels having lettering (in
box) as follows: "Authorised by MINISTRY POST AND
TELECOM 27171 (the date) FEB. 1971. SPECIAL
COURIER MAIL".

The exhibition was held from the 24th to the 26th September
1936. It is believed that this was the first Stamp Exhibition
held in Brisbane.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1937
An airmail exhibition was held from the 7th to the 9th June
1937.

The charge made for the service was two shillings plus a
separate charge for onward airmail postage. In the case of
Australia and New Zealand the postage charge was 4/- per 1h
oz. letter (plus the courier fee of 2/
When the courier service ended after the strike had collapsed,
Bridger & Kay Ltd sold the remaining labels in sets of 20.

Brisbane Centenary 1924
The design depicts the planting of the flag at Botany Bay on
29th April 1770 and is based on a painting by E. Phillips Fox
also used on the 1923 One Pound note.

A red cachet imprinted cover bearing witness to the event.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1938
A stamp exhibition was organised by the Queensland
Philatelic Society in Brisbane from 28th to 30th September
1938.
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A label for issued during the exhibition printed in sheets of 6
(2 rows of 3) in red and black, blue and black, and tan and
black. For each colour combinations 500 sheets were printed.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1953
A stamp exhibition was held in Brisbane from 3rd to 5th
September 1953.

The above card provides some additional details.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1976
The Southside Philatelic Society of Brisbane organised a one
day stamp exhibition (BICENT) on the 4th of July
(Independence Day).

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1959
A stamp exhibition was held in City Town Hall, Brisbane on
the 5th and 6thJune 1959 in conjunction with celebrations for
the Centenary of the State of Queensland.

A souvenir card was issued. Courtesy of the U.S. Postal
Service a strip of 4 stamps issued in the U.S. to celebrate
Independence Day was attached and cancelled using a
special postmarker.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1977
The Southside Philatelic Society of Brisbane issued a private
Mail Stamp Sheet to commemorate the STAMPFEST 77.

Admission tickets were printed in black and pink, Yellow
and blue on card. Three different types are known (adult,
children, school groups).

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1960
A stamp exhibition was held in the Town Hall of Brisbane
from 1st to 5th November 1960.
The Stamp Promotion Council of Queensland issued a
souvenir pre-stamped card to mark a jubilee exhibition held
at the General Post office, Brisbane from the 26th to the 31st
July 1977.
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The card was embossed with the 18c head of Queen
Elizabeth stamp, colourless. The back shows two Patriotic
Fund stamps.

164 mm x 113 mm

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1981

These were placed in a sachet and posted to collectors who
had placed orders (at $5 each).

During National Stamp Week 1981, the Philatelic
Association of Queensland promoted a pigeon post flight
which was run in conjunction with the Queensland Racing
Pigeon Association.

29 mm x 39 mm
Flimsies were flown in the race, which started at Roma on
September 26 and finished at Brisbane.

87mm x 65 mm
The association also produced the pigeon stamp in colour
proofs (in red) in blocks of four.

Brisbane 1983
The Southside Philatelic Society produced a souvenir sheet
(80 mm x 70 mm) to raise funds.

65 mm x 113 mm

After the race a special red and blue flight stamp was
attached to the flimsies.

Printed in:
 Brown on yellow paper;
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Black on yellow paper;
Dark blue on light blue; and
Black on light blue paper.

Sheets are perforated. A black proof on white card is known.
The design was by Mr Roy Roney using drawing by Ms
Elizabeth Edlundh. A few perforated sheets with
SPECIMEN overprints exist.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1983
A stamp exhibition was organised from 25th September to
1st October 1983 by most Queensland Philatelic Societies
during National Stamp Week at the newly opened Kern
Building, corner Edward and Anne Streets Brisbane.
It was a competitive exhibition including a Cinderella
section.

That flight was cancelled but cards and covers were carried
on Balloon Lovely Champayne on the 29th July 1989. An
imprint was made on flown cards and date added.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1985
A stamp exhibition called SUNPEX 85 took place from 30th
September to 9th October 1985 at Chinatown.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1990
The Queensland Philatelic Council combined with ASDA
organised a stamp exhibition from 9th to 11 June 1990 at eh
Exhibition Building, Gregory Terrace, Brisbane ,
Queensland.

A souvenir card was issued.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1989

A souvenir sheet will be issued showing two 41 c postcode
4000 Framas using Lizard paper. First day of issue was 19
February 1990.

A stamp exhibition held from 1st May to 3rd May 1989 was
held in Queensland Philatelic Council (QPC) House.

Brisbane Stamp Exhibition 1991
The Queensland Philatelic Council organised the Queensland
Stamp Show at the Exhibition Buildings, Gregory Terrace,
Brisbane from 8th to 10 June 1991.

A souvenir card was issued to be used on a balloon flight by
the Meliora Sequirmur Balloon.

A souvenir Frama sheet was issued with two 43 c Koala
paper.
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A special postmarker has been noted.

Bullabakanka Essays
In 1954 "Stamp News", the monthly magazine for stamp
collectors, conducted a stamp design competition as part of
its campaign to persuade the Postmaster General's
Department to issue more attractive postage stamps. One
junior entry comprised four essays depicting Australian birds
in colour and "Stamp News" decided to use these essays as
part of its campaign. A set of four colour letterpress blocks
was commissioned and from these the Dubbo Printing Works
produced the four essays in stamp size in a block of four
miniature sheet. The inscription (in gold) on bottom of sheet
read "Essay of Australian Stamp designs in design
competition conducted by "Stamp News" in 1954". A total of
2500 sets of the essays were printed of which 1500 sets were
overprinted "ESSAY". "Stamp News" then produced a
postcard
comprising
a
MESSAGE
FROM
BULLABAKANKA (the mythical Australian place of the
outback). The message from Dad, Dave and Mabel was
addressed to Cousin John in the City enlisting his support in
the campaign to get better looking Australian stamps. A set
of the four labels without the "ESSAY" overprint, was
affixed to the address side of the card and these were
"cancelled"
with
a
circular
rubber
stamp
"BULLABAKANKA. N.S.W. AUSTRALIA. APRIL 1ST.".
"Stamp News" then mailed the cards, plus a miniature sheet
of the stickers each one overprinted "ESSAY" and a covering
letter to Federal Members of Parliament and to newspapers
throughout Australia. The letter appealed for support for
"Stamp News" in the campaign for improved postage stamps.
The campaign received widespread publicity throughout
Australia and many newspapers (both city and rural) gave
prominence to the campaign, some strongly supporting it
with editorials. "Stamp News" also supplied cards and
miniature sheets free of charge to readers sending in a
stamped addressed envelope.

Brisbane Town Post 1995
Two items dating to 1995 have been found namely a
perforated label blue on green (5) and a miniature sheet red
on cream overprinted on black ‘ SYDNEY HOST TO 2000
OLYMPICS’. As the reference is BTP (Brisbane Town Post
) 1991 – 1993 it can be assumed that this miniature sheet was
issued to celebrate the second anniversary of the BTP’s
existence.

Both items are tied by BTP postmark to an envelope (AP)
postmarked 15 March 1995.

Briscoes
Briscoes Bus Transport system in Adelaide issued in 1982
labels with denominations ranging from 5c to $2.

The labels were issued in strips of five in booklet form. The
system was popular with customers and was in use less than
one year.

British Exhibition Australia
A British Exhibition Australian and British Forthnight was
held in Sydney from 25 September to 10 October 1964.
A card (152 mm x 88mm) was produced with all four stamps
affixed and addressed To Mr. John Smith, Jones Street, The
Big City, Australia.
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Given the stamps overprinted and those still contained in
miniature sheets, the number of cards with stamps affixed
would be in the hundreds and thus should be rare.

The miniature sheets were printed by letterpress tete beche
guillotined. After the initial four colour printing a gold
imprint was applied to the foot of each block (after
separation). Some sheets did not receive the gold imprint.

Bumbunga, Province of
The Province of Bumbunga comprises a three hectare
strawberry farm located at Bumbunga, some eight kilometres
from Lochiel and 137 kilometres north east of Adelaide in
South Australia.

On the back the following message was printed.
A MESSAGE FROM BULLABAKANKA

The Province was proclaimed on January 1, 1979 by the
owner of the property Mr. Alex Brackstone, a former circus
monkey trainer who migrated from England after World War
II and who settled at Bumbunga after unsuccessfully mineral
prospecting in Queensland and the Northern Territory.

April 1st.
Dear Cousin John,
Out here in the bush we are getting pretty tired of using on our
letters the deadly dull and unimaginative postage stamps produced
by you fellows down in the city. We reckon that with all the
resources you have down there you ought to be able to do a lot
better.
Just to show you how things SHOULD be dote we had our local
printer print some special Bullabakanka, stamps for us. These were
based on an essay competition conducted by "Stamp News," the
monthly newspaper for stamp collectors. The designs show some of
the birds in the Bullabakanka district and I think you will agree that
they look a lot better than some of the P.M.G.'s efforts. Of course
we don't know whether the P.M.G. bloke is going to be very happy
about us fellows at Bullabakanka going into the stamp printing line
in opposition to him but we reckon our efforts may stir him up a bit.
How about you city fellows lending a hand and putting pressure on
the P.M.G. to produce some better and brighter stamps. We have
some beaut photos of Bullabakanka which would make a great
pictorial series. There's one of Aunt Effie being chased by Murphy's
Bull that should be an extra good seller down in the big smoke if
they reproduced it on a stamp.

Mr. Brackstone's motives for taking this step were quite
unlike those of Mr. Leonard Casley and Mr. Thomas Barnes
who proclaimed their states (of Hutt River Province and the
Independent State of Rainbow Creek) as a result of fierce
disputes with their respective governments.
The Bumbunga Province came into being for purely patriotic
reasons as Mr. Brackstone was alarmed at the erosion of
Royalist sentiment in Australia and what he detected as the
drift to Republicanism - particularly after the then Governor
General Sir John Kerr dismissed the Whitlam Labour
Government in 1975. In setting up the Province of
Bumbunga and proclaiming himself the Governor, Mr.
Brackstone hoped to reverse this trend.
One of his chief weapons in this campaign against creeping
Republicanism is his pride and joy, a 92,000 square foot
strawberry patch which is shaped as a map of the United
Kingdom. It stretches 600 feet from the Isle of Wight to John
O'Groats in Scotland and 350 feet from Land's End to Kent.

With Love from
Dad, Dave and Mabel.
Bullabakanka.

Governor Brackstone offered to perform marriage
ceremonies in the Province for brides of noble British birth
and he planned to import earth from the place of the lady's
birth in England and sprinkle it on the appropriate place
amongst the 50,000 strawberry plants in his map. However,
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he encountered certain problems with this plan as quarantine
authorities confiscated shipments of earth from the U.K.
However, Governor Brackstone has had more luck with his
philatelic enterprises which comprise stamps with (naturally)
Royal subjects.
The stamps prepay postage on mail carried from the Province
to the nearest outside Post Office where Australian stamps
have to be added for onward transmission.

The stamps were printed by Galaxy Press and the quantity
was 5,000 sets.

The third issue from Bumbunga was made on November 14,
1980 (Prince Charles' Birthday) and was an issue marking
the 80th Birthday of the Queen Mother.

The first of these stamp issues appeared on July 21, 1980 and
comprised four denominations 15c, 35c, 50c and $1 all
featuring Prince Charles engaged in sporting and equestrian
activities while in Australia. Governor Brackstone told the
Adelaide "Advertiser" that 20,000 stamps had been printed
of which 5,000 would be sold in Australia. The rest would be
sold in England, U.S.A. and Canada he said, with proceeds
going to the Queen's Silver jubilee appeal.

The issue comprised three stamps with the following designs,
colours and denominations:
25c Brown and Black showing Queen Mother in 1912.
75c Multicolour Queen Mother in 1980
$1 Multicolour, Queen Mother as Queen Elizabeth in 1950.
All designs included an oval inset (in black) of Prince
Charles.

The printing was carried out by the Galaxy Press and total
quantity printed was 5000 sets.
1

The next issue appeared on 19 February 1981 and was made
to mark the 21st birthday of Prince Andrew. The issue
comprised a 25c value showing a portrait of Prince Andrew,
with inset of Prince Charles, produced in a miniature sheet of
four with silver inscription, and a separate $1 value showing
Prince Andrew as a paratrooper. The $1 value was produced
in sheets of 25.

1

On July 29, 1981 the Province issued another set for Royal
Wedding of Prince Charles to Lady Diana Spencer. The three
stamps were printed in multicolour in se-tenant format by
Galaxy Press in three denominations: $1 value showing
Prince Charles. $1 value showing Lady Diana. $2 value
showing the Royal couple and St. Paul's Cathedral. The
printing was 3,000 sets.

image courtesy Hans Meyer
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On the 29th March 1982 a set of 4 stamps were issued to
commemorate the 6th anniversary of the Province.
The Prince Andrew 21st birthday set was overprinted on 1
July 1982 to commemorate the Falkland Island victory
together with a set for the 21st birthday of the Princess of
Wales.
The birth of Prince William saw the issue of a set of 3 in
1983

Birth of Prince William sheet

This issue was followed by a sheet of 24 stamps (the story of
the Old Man of Lochnagar written by Prince Charles)
celebrating the birthday of Prince Charles.
World Legacy for the New Generation stamp issue appeared
in 1984 and on 1 December 1984 a Christmas stamp was
issued.
In 1985 a set was issued for the Australian Grand Prix.
The last issue on record was for the Royal Visit of Queen
Elizabeth II on 9th March 1986.
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